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Summit Medical and Practico Solutions Develop Unique Module to  
 Track and Record Individual Reprocessing Cycles for Robotic Instruments 

  
Medical device manufacturer responds to recent FDA guidance update to ensure hospital 

compliance 
 

ST. PAUL, Minn. (September 14, 2020) — InstruSafe® by Summit Medical, an Innovia Medical 
Company, announced the US availability of its new CycleTrak Robotic Module, which is the first and 
only system on the market that allows users to track individual reprocessing cycles for all robotic 
instruments and accessories.  

Developed in partnership with Practico Solutions, CycleTrak is a compliance solution that tracks and 
records individual reprocessing cycles for da Vinci Xi®, Si®, SP® instruments and accessories. CycleTrak 
was created as a direct response to the FDA's recent guidance that states "devices with a specific 
maximum number of reprocessing cycles not be exceeded". CycleTrak differs from traditional 
instrument management solutions through its affordable one-year subscription, simplistic design that 
uses existing hardware and quick implementation time of days versus weeks or months.  

“The objective of the Summit/Practico partnership was to develop a tracking solution that was affordable 
and that could be implemented very quickly. We believe that CycleTrak offers the shortest possible path 
to tracking and compliance on the market today” said Jeff Swanson, Principal at Practico Solutions. 

“Practico Solutions helped create a simple, yet focused solution. We enjoyed collaborating on the 
development of this new robotic module for tracking individual reprocessing cycles,” said Marcus Super, 
Director of Sales and Marketing at Summit Medical. “As the exclusive worldwide distributor, we look 
forward to solving the unique compliance issues our customers face.” 

To learn more about CycleTrak and other InstruSafe da Vinci products, visit 
https://www.instrusafe.com/da-vinci-solutions/.  

 
About Summit Medical, an Innovia Medical Company  
Summit Medical, an Innovia Medical Company, is a medical device manufacturer located in St. Paul, 
Minn. Founded in 1982, the company has been serving the global healthcare community for over 35 
years. Summit Medical is dedicated to staying on top of industry demands and developing the solutions 
to meet them throughout all the stages of design, engineering and manufacturing. Innovia Medical 
combines the experience and expertise of Summit Medical, Network Medical Products, Eagle Labs and 
DTR Medical to help our medical professional partners elevate the delivery of care to improve patient 
outcomes. For more information about Summit Medical and Innovia Medical visit 
www.innoviamedical.com. 
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